
 

Transcript 
 

The Universal Orlando Resort™ Experience. 
 

  
[Cinematic music plays throughout.]  
 
00:00:00 - 00:00:07 
[Video: A ferry boat carrying theme park attendants travels under a bridge at Universal 
Studios. An aerial view of the bustling park is shown. The Universal Studios globe 
rotates. A green and yellow stripe appears on screen. The entrance to the park is 
shown.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Three parks. Endless awesome. Universal Studios Florida™.] 
 
00:00:07 - 00:00:10 
[Video: An aerial view of Universal’s Island of Adventure is shown, which includes a 
village with trees, a tower and animated looking buildings. The blue and red Island of 
Adventure sign is shown close-up.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Universal’s Island of Adventure™] 
 
00:00:10 - 00:00:16 
[Video: A large volcanic rock erupting with water appears surrounded by palm trees and 
a beach. Theme park attendants are shown tubing in the volcano’s lagoon. A green and 
yellow stripe appear on screen. Children run in slow motion through the water park 
pool.]   
 
[Text on Screen: Universal’s Volcano Bay ™ Now Open.] 
 
00:00:16 - 00:00:18 
[Video: A smiling young girl looks in awe at her Harry Potter magic wand. A yellow and 
green stripe appears on screen.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Minds will be blown.]  
 
00:00:18 - 00:00:21 
[Animation: A clear liquid monster’s hand reaches towards the camera. Spider Man 
drops into the screen and slings his web at a villain.] 
 
00:00:21 - 00:00:23 
[Video: A Transformer is shown.] 
 
00:00:23 - 00:00:26 
[Video: King Kong battles a t-rex.] 



 

 
00:00:26 - 00:00:30 
[Video: A child holds her mom’s hand as she walks towards a castle wearing a Harry 
Potter costume and carrying a magic wand. The bustling Harry Potter theme park 
village is shown at night. A dragon from on top of a building blows fire out of its mouth.] 
 
00:00:30 - 00:00:38 
[Video: Two women on a moving roller coaster appear. A purple and green line moves 
across the screen. Theme park attendants are shown enjoying riding the roller 
coasters.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Jaws will drop.]  
 
00:00:38 - 00:00:43 
[Video: A t-rex appears. A splash ride carrying passengers is shown landing in water. A 
young girl slides out of a tube and into the water.] 
 
00:00:43 - 00:00:48 
[Video: A virtual reality ride of Harry Potter is shown. Happy riders of the ride appear 
wearing 3D goggles. A virtual reality ride of a monster flying through an office building is 
shown. Riders shoot at monsters with guns.]  
 
00:00:48 - 00:00:58 
[Video: The Simpsons family pose next to theme park attendants. Attractions at The 
Simpsons park are shown including Krustyland and an alien ride. A marry-go-round is 
shown followed by Cat in the Hat and a waterpark. Children run in slow motion through 
the water park pool.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Laughter will erupt.]  
 
00:00:58 - 00:01:05 
[Video: Children run with Minions through the theme park. A Minion virtual reality ride is 
shown. SpongeBob Squarepants waves at theme park attendants. The SpongeBob 
characters dance during a street parade while confetti falls on them.  Happy children 
scream as a splash ride drops into water.] 
 
00:01:05 - 00:01:16 
[Video: An aerial view of a large, white 1960s designed hotel building is shown. A green 
and yellow stripe appear on screen. The inside of the hotel is shown as guests walk 
through the lobby. The eccentricity designed hotel room is shown as a family enters the 
room. The family enjoys the hotel’s Castaway water park. An aerial view of a hotel 
complex appears. Visitors enjoy the water park.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Play here. Stay here.]  
 
00:01:16 - 00:01:20 



 

[Video: A large futuristic hotel building called the Aventura Hotel is shown via a virtual 
mock up.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Aventura Hotel. Opening August 2018.]  
 
00:01:20 - 00:01:21 
[Video: Hawaiian dancers appear on stage juggling fire. A band plays behind them.] 
 
00:01:21 - 00:01:22 
[Video: A canal resembling the Venice Canal is shown at night. Three male opera 
singers sing from a balcony.]  
 
00:01:22 - 00:01:24 
[Video: A ferry boat drives passengers down a stream at night.]  
 
00:01:24 - 00:01:31 
[Video: A smiling bartender shakes a cocktail. A mariachi band performs. Neon signs 
are shown including the sign for Universal Studios City Walk, Emeril’s, Hard Rock Cafe, 
City Walk’s Rising Karaoke Star and Vivo Italian Kitchen.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Anything but ordinary.] 
 
00:01:31 - 00:01:36 
[Video: A frying pan with fire rising from it is shown. Pizza appears within an oven and 
on a dining table. Diners enjoy watching a mariachi band inside of a busy restaurant. 
Mexican food is shown followed by diners enjoying their meals.] 
 
00:01:36 - 00:01:43 
[Video: A piano player plays the piano at a live event. The Blue Man Group performs on 
stage. A group of young women perform karaoke on stage. Large balloons fall onto a 
crowd. A bustling nightclub is shown.]  
 
00:01:43 - 00:01:46 
[Video: A moving roller coaster with passengers appears on screen. A purple and 
orange line crosses the screen.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Expect epic.]  
 
00:01:46 - 00:01:51 
[Video: Spider Man rides a four-wheeler in a parade. Theme park attendants are shown 
riding Doctor Doom’s Fear Fall ride. Harry Potter’s castle is shown followed by a young 
girl on her mom’s shoulders wearing a Harry Potter costume.] 
 
00:01:51 - 00:01:54 
[Video: Theme park attendants laugh as they socialize. A car flies through the sky in a 
virtual reality game. Transformers pose with a family.] 



 

 
00:01:54 - 00:01:55 
[Animation: Minions are shown flying through the sky.] 
 
00:01:55 - 00:02:01 
[Video: A water slide ride appears amongst the theme park landscape. An aerial view of 
the park is shown. A green and yellow stripe cross the screen. An aerial view of Volcano 
Bay is shown.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Universal’s Volcano Bay. Now Open.]  
 
00:02:01 - 00:02:10 
[Video: The front of the Aventura Hotel and the pool are shown. Groups of happy diners 
enjoy eating out. Gold and purple lines move across the screen.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Spectacular on-site hotels. Aventura Hotel. Opening August 2018. 
Unforgettable Dining.]  
 
00:02:10 - 00:02:12 
[Video: The Blue Man Group is seen performing on stage. People dance at a nightclub.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Incredible Entertainment.] 
 
00:02:12 - 00:02:14 
[Video: Surprised spectators watch a movie at the theme park at night. Fireworks are 
set off in the park.] 
 
00:02:14 - 00:02:15 
[Video: A crowd watches a live show featuring a wizard battling a dragon.] 
 
00:02:15 - 00:02:23 
 
[Graphic: A Universal Orlando Resort globe logo appears on a black screen.]  
 
[Small Print on Screen: HARRY POTTER characters, names and indicia are & 
™Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Harry Potter publishing Rights. JKR (s17) All 
Volcano Bay images and video are artist conceptual renderings. Details subject to 
change. ©2017 MARVEL. Rocky and Bullwinkle and Friends. ™ and Ward Productions 
Inc. Transformers and its logo and all related characters are trademarks of Hasbro and 
are used with permission. ©2017 Hasbro. All rights reserved. ©Dreamworks LLC. and 
Paramount Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. The Simpsons Ride ™Twentieth 
Century Fox FIlm Corporation. The Simpsons™ & 2017 Twentieth Century Fox 
Corporation. All rights reserved. Men In Black & Alien Attack. ™2017 Columbia Pictures 
industries Inc. All rights reserved. ©2017 Viacom International Inc. All right reserved. 
Nickelodeon. Spongebob Squarepants and all related titles, logos and characters are 
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. Created by Stephen Hillerburg. Dr. Seuss 



 

properties ™2017 Dr. Seuss Enterprises. LP. All rights reserved. Jurassic Park River 
Adventure ™Universal Studio/Ambien. Emeril’s ©Emeril Lagasse. ™ NbCUniversal 
Media. LLC Hard Rock Cafe. Hard Rock Hotel. ©Hard Rock Cafe International (USA) 
Inc. ©2017 BMP. Cabana Bay Beach Resort ™2017 UCF Hotel Venture II. All rights 
reserved.] 
 


